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Model compression aims to deploy deep neural networks
(DNN) to mobile devices with limited computing power and
storage resource. However, most of the existing model com-
pression methods rely on manually defined rules, which re-
quires domain expertise. In this paper, we propose an auto
graph encoder-decoder model compression (AGMC) method
combined with graph neural networks (GNN) and reinforce-
ment learning (RL) to find the best compression policy. We
model the target DNN as a graph and use GNN to learn the
embeddings of the DNN automatically. In the experiments,
we first compared our method with rule-based DNN embed-
ding methods to show the graph auto encoder-decoder’s effec-
tiveness. Our learning-based DNN embedding achieved bet-
ter performance and a higher compression ratio with fewer
search steps. Moreover, we evaluated the AGMC on CIFAR-
10 and ILSVRC-2012 datasets and compared handcrafted and
learning-based model compression approaches. Our method
outperformed handcrafted and learning-based methods on
ResNet-56 with 3.6% and 1.8% higher accuracy, respectively.
Furthermore, we achieved a higher compression ratio than
state-of-the-art methods on MobileNet-V2 with just 0.93% ac-
curacy loss.
1 Introduction
With the increasing demand to deploy DNN models on edge
devices (e.g., mobile phones, robots, self-driving cars, etc.),
which usually have limited storage and computing power,
model compression techniques become an essential part of ef-
ficient DNN deployment. Network pruning [7,8,27], factoriza-
tion [32,38], knowledge distillation [15,28,30], and parameter
quantization [7, 17, 41] are among the most well-known com-
pression techniques. However, these methods heavily rely on
manually defined rules by experts, which requires an exten-
sive amount of time and might not necessarily lead to a fully
compressed model. Recently, automatic model compression
[13, 25, 41] is gaining momentum. Wang et al. [41] proposed
a Bayesian automatic model compression method trained in a
one-shot manner to find reasonable quantization policies. He
et al. [13] proposed an automatic model compression method
based on reinforcement learning (RL). However, when repre-
senting the DNN, they manually defined the embedding vector
for each hidden layer, which ignores the rich structural infor-
mation between the neural network’s hidden layers.
To overcome the shortcomings of the existing methods, we
propose a graph-based auto encoder-decoder model compres-
sion method AGCM combines GNN [19,43,45] and reinforce-
ment learning [22, 35, 37] to learn the compression strategy of
DNNs without expert knowledge. GNN is a powerful tech-
nique to learn the graph’s structural information. Thus, we
use GNN to model the DNN as a graph and learn the hidden
layer’s representation. We perform model compression by pre-
dicting each hidden layer of DNN’s pruning ratio and evaluate
the compressed model’s performance using RL.
Neural networks can be easily represented as computational
graphs, which contain wealthy structural information. How-
ever, it is unrealistic to directly transform a DNN into a com-
putational graph because a DNN may involve billions of calcu-
lations [9], and the resulting computation graph could be huge.
Thus, we apply the idea of Motif-Graph [24], as shown in Fig-
ure 1, to construct a hierarchical graph for DNNs.
We modeled a DNN as a hierarchical computation graph
and introduced a graph encoder based on Differentiable Graph
Pooling (DIFFPOOL) GNN [44] to learn the embedding.
DIFFPOOL GNN focuses on graph classification and can learn
the embeddings of graphs very well. Then, we introduced a
decoder to decode the representation of DNN and learn the fea-
tures of each hidden layer within the DNN. We use each hidden
layer’s features as the state vector of the environment, let the
RL agent look for each hidden layer’s compression ratios, and
generate the corresponding candidate model. The RL reward
function is based on the performance of the candidate model.
In essence, this paper makes the following contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first work
to model the DNN as a hierarchical graph and use GNN
to embed the DNN.
• We introduce a learning-based autoencoder to perform
embedding the DNNs without human effort.
• Under the AGMC framework, we introduced an innova-























Figure 1. A two-layer hierarchical computation graph. The nodes on the graph denotes the feature maps of input data, and the
edges corresponding to primitive operations. In layer 1 (Left),we have three edge types associated with three primitive operations.
And each graph in layer 1 corresponding to a compound operation composed of the primitive operations. The computation graphs
{G11,G12,G13}are becomes the primitive operation in the layer 2. And we can flat the G2 by replacing the edges with computation
graphs in layer 1.
structured pruning and unstructured pruning together in
a single-shot manner.
2 Related Work
Many previous works focus on model compression, such as
knowledge distillation [15, 28, 30], parameter quantization [7,
17,41], factorization [32,38], network pruning [7,8,27] and im-
prove DNNs’ efficiency [26]. The network pruning techniques
are among the most widely used methods and can dramatically
shrink the model size. In this paper, we compress the DNN by
network pruning.
Network pruning includes two major categories: structured
pruning and unstructured pruning, and aims to evaluate the pa-
rameters’ importance in the DNN and remove the parameters
with a lower rank. The unstructured pruning [5,46] prunes indi-
vidual unimportant elements in weight tensors and can achieve
a high compression ratio. Although the unstructured pruning
can accelerate DNN with specialized hardware [6, 18], it fails
in parallel implementations like GPUs. The structured prun-
ing [14, 47] overcomes the limitation of unstructured pruning.
For example, the filter pruning [10, 11] on CNNs removes the
redundant channels from feature maps. As neural networks are
typically over-parameterized, network pruning has achieved
outstanding results and can remove even 90% of the parameters
in specific models [2]. However, conventional network pruning
methods rely primarily on handcraft and rule-based policies,
which require human efforts and domain expertise and might
not necessarily lead to a fully compressed model.
Recently, many learning-based network pruning methods
[13, 25, 42] have been proposed. Liu et al. [25] proposed an
ADMM-based [3] structured weight pruning method and an
innovative additional purification step for further weight reduc-
tion. He et al. [13] proposed AutoML for network pruning,
which leverage reinforcement learning to predict each hidden
layer’s compression policies. However, they manually defined
DNN’s embedding and ignored the neural network’s enormous
structural information. In our work, we introduced an Auto-
Graph encoder-decoder, which automatically learns the embed-
dings from the DNN’s rich topology information.
3 Methodology
3.1 Deep Neural Network to Graph
We model the DNNs as graphs since we noticed that neural
networks in deep learning frameworks, such as TensorFlow [1]
and PyTorch [29], are represented as computational graphs,
containing rich structural information. However, it is unrealis-
tic to transform a DNN into a computational graph without sim-
plification, as a DNN may involve billions of calculations [9].
Thus, we employ the idea of the Motif graph [24] to build a
hierarchical computational graph for DNNs.
We model our DNN as an l−layer single-source and single-
sink hierarchical computation graph Gl = (V l, El,Gl−1),
where Gl−1 = {Gl−10 , G
l−1
1 , ...} is the primitive operation set
at layer l. For a hierarchical computation graph in layer t, each
node of the graph corresponds to a hidden state of the data, and
each directed edge with a specific edge type associates with a
primitive operation at layer t. The primitive operations at layer
t is compound operations composed of primitive operations at
layer t − 1. Figure 1 shows the idea of a 2-layer hierarchi-
cal computation graph. For example, in layer 1, we choose
three primitive operations G0 = {1×1 conv, 3×3 conv, 3×3
max-pooling} corresponding to three edge types, and the com-
putation graph G11 denotes a compound operation composed of
the primitive operations in G0, each directed edge in G11 cor-
responding to a primitive operation in G0. The operation G11
denotes is
y = assemble(conv3(conv1(x)), conv3(conv1(x))) (1)
In layer 2, G1 = {G11, G12, G13}, each edge type in G2 corre-
sponds to a computation in G1, and we can flatten the G2 to G′
by replacing the edges to their corresponding lower-level com-
putation graph. Figure 2 shows an example for constructing a
2-layer hierarchical computation graph for a ResNet [9] block.
The hierarchical computation graph’s size depends on the
primitive operation we choose inG1. As long as we reasonably
Figure 2. An example of two-layer hierarchical computation
graph for a simple ResNet [9] Block. In layer 1, for example,
the G11 denotes the 1x1 convolution with 4 channels and acti-
vate the feature maps with ReLu. And then the G11 becomes
a primitive operation in layer 2, and corresponding to an edge
type in G2. The G2 denotes the computations of the ResNet
Block, and the nodes on the G2 are the feature maps on the
ResNet Block.
choose primitive operation for G1, we can construct a reason-
able computation graph G
′
for DNN. In our experiments, we
choose the commonly used operations in machine learning as
primitive operations (e.g., convolution, pooling, etc.).
3.2 Model Compression with GNN and RL
Figure 3 shows an overview of the AGMC. We introduced an
auto model compression method, combined GNN [19] with
RL [22], to automatically find the best compression strategy
for each hidden layer of DNN. We model the DNN as a graph
and learn the DNN’s representation g through GCN based
encoder. And decode the representation g to the features of
each hidden layer si ∈ S, i = 1, 2, ..T , where T is the number
of hidden layer. Then we take the S as the environment state
vectors to the RL agent and search for the hidden layer’s
compression policy ai ∈ A, i = 1, 2, ..T . The compressed
DNN’s performance is feedback to the RL agent as a reward to
find the best compression policy.
3.3 Auto graph encoder-decoder
We introduced an auto graph encoder-decoder to learn the fea-
tures of DNN’s hidden layers automatically. The graph encoder
aims to embed the graph. We use GCN to embed the nodes on
the graph and then pool it to learn the representation g. In this
paper, we introduced two graph encoders for different DNNs
by applying different pooling strategies, Mean Pool and Differ-
entiable Pool. Moreover, we introduced the LSTM [39] based
decoder, which takes the previous layer’s embedding and com-
pression policy from the RL agent as input to predict DNN’s
hidden layers’ embeddings.
3.3.1 Graph Mean Pool
Mean Pool GCN learns graph representation g ∈ R1×d by av-
eraging node features across the node dimension:






Where X l is the node embedding matrix at layer l, xli is the
embedding of node n at layer l, N is the number of nodes
on the graph, and d is the embedding size. Mean Pool GCN
first learns nodes embedding X(l) through a l-layer GCN, and
then mean pool the graph, and it works well when graph size
is small. However, when the hierarchical computation graph’s
size is large, Mean Pool GCN is inherently flat and unable to
infer and hierarchically aggregate the information [44].
3.3.2 Differentiable Pool
Differentiable Pool (DIFFPOOL) GNN focuses on graph clas-
sification and is a state-of-the-art [44] method to learn graph
representation. DIFFPOOL GNN learns a differentiable soft
assignment M at each layer of a deep GNN, mapping nodes to
a set of clusters based on their learned embeddings, and gener-
ate a smaller graph for the next GNN layer based on the clus-
ters. And each node in the graph corresponding to a cluster
of nodes at the previous layer. In this paper, we introduced
the DIFFPOOL GCN encoder. We take the input adjacency
matrix A(l) and denote the node embedding matrix at layer l
as Zl. The DIFFPOOL coarsens the input graph, generating
a new coarsened adjacency matrix A(l+1) and a new matrix of
embeddingsX(l+1) for each of the nodes/clusters in this coars-
ened graph:
Zl = GCN lembed(Al, X l) ∈ Rnl×d (4)
M l = softmax(GCN lpool(Al, X l)) ∈ Rnl×nl+1 (5)
X(l+1) = M (l)TZ(l) ∈ Rnl+1 × d (6)
A(l+1) = M (l)TA(l)M (l) ∈ Rnl+1 × nl+1 (7)
where the d is the embedding size and the nl denotes the nodes
at layer l and clusters at layer l − 1. We set the final layer with
1 cluster and we can get the final out put Z ∈ R1 × d as the
representation g of the graph.
3.3.3 Decoder
The decoder aims to learn the embedding of each DNN’s hid-
den layer, and we take the hidden layer’s features as the state
vectors for RL agent. Because the state vectors in the RL en-
vironment are determined by the previous state and the action,
the decoder takes the previous layer’s feature vector and com-
pression policy as input:
st = Decoderlstm (st−1, at−1) (8)
For the t−th hidden layer, we use the feature st−1 of the pre-
vious hidden layer and the compression policy at−1 (action se-
lected by the RL agent) to calculate the environment states.
Figure 3. Overview of the AGMC. The AGMC first embedding the DNN through a GCN based graph encoder. In the graph
encoder, we introduced two pooling strategies for different DNNs, and learn the representation of the DNN. The decoder decodes
the DNN representation and learn the layer embeddings. And then, the DDPG agent takes the layer embeddings as the environ-
ment’s state vectors to predict the compression ratio for each hidden layer. Finally, after compressed all the hidden layers, DDPG
take the performance of the compressed candidate model as the reward to update the AGMC.
3.4 DDPG Agent
3.4.1 The State an Action Space
The traditional RL state space is determined by the environ-
ment, which is typically fixed. The RL agent finds the best
strategy by learning the rewards given by the environment.
In AGMC, RL state space is determined by the auto graph
encoder-decoder, which means that our environment is also
learnable. We use the performance of the compressed model
as RL agent’s feedback. We choose a continuous action space
a ∈ (0, 1] to determine each hidden layer’s compression policy.
3.4.2 Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
To find the best strategy among continuous action space, we
adopt DDPG [22, 35]. DDPG agent receives the state s from
the environment and predicts the next action by the feedback
of rewards and punishments. Similar to AMC [13], we also use
truncated normal distribution for the exploration noise process:
µ′ (st) ∼ TN
(
µ (st | θµt ) , σ2, 0, 1
)
(9)















We use the performance of the candidate model as the reward.
Specifically, we evaluate the candidate model by the error and
the FLOPs of the candidate model. In different search proto-
cols, DDPG apply different reward function [13]. For resource-
constrained compression, we take the reward:
Rerr = −Error (12)
For accuracy-guaranteed compression, we use the reward:
RFLOPs = −Error × log(FLOPs) (13)
RParam = −Error × log(#Param) (14)
3.4.4 Algorithm for the desired model reduction
The reward we use offers small or no incentive for model size
and FLOPs reduction. Without constraint, the RL agent tends
to search for a tiny compression ratio for each layer. To get
a desired model size reduction, we apply Algorithm 1 to con-
straint the action a. According to the original scale, the AGMC
achieves the desired model size or FLOPs reduction by re-
scaling all the action.
Algorithm 1: Re-scaling the actions for the desired
model size-reduction
Input: The actions a = {a0, ..., aT }, the upper bound
of actions amax, the model size
(#FLOPs/#Parameters etc.) of each hidden
layer W = {W0, ...,WT }, and the desired
model size reduction d







3 if Wreduced < d then
4 drest = d−Wreduced
5 for i = 1, 2, ..., T do
6 ai+ = (drest ∗ (ai/
∑
t at))/Wi
7 a′i = min(amax, ai)
8 return a′
4 Experiment
In this section, we first compare the AGMC with AMC [13],
which manually defines DNN’s layer embeddings, and ran-
dom search with reinforcement learning, which does not have
layer embeddings. This comparison shows the effectiveness
of our embedding technique. Then, we evaluate AGMC on
CIFAR-10 [20] and ILSVRC-2012 [31] dataset with popular
CNN models(VGG-16 [36], MobileNet [16], MobileNet-V2
[34], ResNet-20/50/56 [9]). We perform the structured channel
pruning and fine-grained pruning for FLOPs-constrained com-
pression and accuracy-guaranteed compression on the CIFAR-














Figure 4. Effectiveness of Layer Embeddings, evaluated with
spatial decomposition for ResNet-20 2×. With the only Stride
as the layer embeddings, we get an error of 31%; it is diffi-
cult to distinguish different layers. Combined the Stride and
number of filter n, the performance is better with an error of
18%. And combining all the 11 features defined in AMC [13],
we get a 10.2% error. By comparison, our learning-based layer
embeddings with an error of 5.38% outperform the manually
defined layer embeddings.
10 [20] dataset by predicting the pruning ratio of hidden layers.
For FLOPs-constrained compression, we focus on the channel
pruning (filter pruning) on the convolutional layers, which are
the most computationally intensive. For accuracy-guaranteed
compression, we apply fine-grained pruning to prune individ-
ual unimportant elements in weight tensors. On ILSVRC-2012
[31] dataset, we introduced a multiple stages channel pruning
strategy to help the AGMC get practical feedback and acceler-
ate the search process. The AGMC performs structured prun-
ing and unstructured pruning together in a single-shot manner.
Moreover, we further show the inference acceleration of com-
pressed models on GPU devices.
We construct 2-layer hierarchical computation graphs
for DNNs. The primitive operations we choose in
level 1 are commonly used operations in machine
learning G0 ={conv1/3/7, Relu, BatchNorm,
(Max/Average)Pooling2/3, Padding, Splitting}. Before
we embedding the DNN, we flate the hierarchical computation
graph as shown in Figure1. For ResNet-20/50/56, we apply
Mean-Pool GCN as a graph encoder. For VGG-16 and
MobileNet-V2, we apply Differentiable Pool GCN as a graph
encoder. In the DDPG agent, the actor-network µ and critic
network Q have two hidden layers, each with 300 units. The
µ’s output layer applies the sigmoid function to bound the
actions within (0, 1). We use τ = 0.01 for the soft target
updates. In the first 100 episodes, our agent searches with
random action. Then exploits 300 episodes with exponentially
decayed noise and trains the network with 64 batch size and
2000 as replay buffer size. In the CIFAR-10 dataset, we sep-
arate the train set to 15K and 5K images. 15K images from






































Random search 200 episodes
Random search 300 episodes
Figure 5. Comparison with Random search on ResNet-20.
Random search 200 and 300 episodes, the DDPG agent gets
the compressed models with 71% and 88.41% validation ac-
curacy. The AGMC search for 50 episodes and 100 episodes
with a validation accuracy of 93.8% and 94.6%. Moreover, our
learning-based achieved a higher compression ratio with fewer
episodes. Accuracy computes on the validation set (split from
CIFAR-10 trainset with 5K images).
the train set used to fast fine-tuning the candidate model and
the rest 5K images as the validation set to calculate reward.
In ILSVRC-2012, we introduced a multiple stages channel
pruning strategy, which breaks the pruning into several stages,
and split 5K images from the test set to calculate reward.
4.1 Effectiveness of DNN Embeddings
Layer embeddings are essential for the DDPG agent to find a
compression policy. However, many auto model compression
methods [13,25] relies on manually defined rules for DNN em-
bedding. We introduced an Auto Graph Encoder-Decoder to
embed the DNN without human efforts and domain expertise.
Compare with manually defined layer embeddings We com-
pare AGMC with AMC [13] to show the effectiveness of our
embeddings for the DNN. In AMC, for each layer t, they man-
ually defined 11 features that characterize the state st:
(t, n, c, h, w, stride, k, FLOPs(t), reduced, rest, at−1)
where t is the layer id, the dimension of the kernel is n × c ×
k × k, and the input is c × h × w. FLOPs(t) is the FLOPs
of layer t. Reduced is the total number of reduced FLOPs in
previous layers. Rest is the number of remaining FLOPs in the
following layers. The above layer embedding rules may miss
important information, such as the number of parameters in
each hidden layer, which are only applicable to convolutional
layers. In AGMC, we learn the layer embeddings from graph
encoder-decoder, which does not require expert knowledge and
applicable for all kinds of hidden layers.
We compared the learning-based embeddings with differ-
ent handcraft layer embeddings in AMC and evaluated the
compressed model’s performance on the validation set of the
CIFAR-10. Figure 4 shows the spatial decomposition evalu-
ation for AMC’s layer embeddings [12] under ResNet-20 [9]
2×. Straightforwardly, combining all the 11 features as the
layer embedding, the performance is better than combining
part of them. However, even combining all the features, our
learning-based embeddings are outperformed the manually de-
fined embeddings.
Compare with random search Moreover, we compare the
AGMC with a random search without layer embeddings. Using
the Rerr as a reward, we apply the DDPG reinforcement learn-
ing agent to a random search compression policy for ResNet-20
and ResNet-56 on CIFAR-10 compress the DNNs by pruning
the filters for convolutional layers. We remove all the short-
cuts between residual blocks; hence, we do not need to share
the pruning index between residual connected layers and learn
each hidden layer’s embedding independently. The DDPG
agent random searches 300 episodes and saves the best perfor-
mance candidate model and fine-tuning the candidate model.
As shown in Figure 5 for ResNet-20, compared to the ran-
dom search, the AGMC get a better result. We find the can-
didate model with fewer episodes and higher accuracy, and
more massive FLOPs reduction. Figure 6 shows the results in
ResNet-56. The ResNet-56 is much deeper and more challeng-
ing. With fewer searching episodes, AGMC gets an validation
accuracy of 95.64% with 60% FLOPs reduction, which outper-
forms the random search by a large margin. Furthermore, the
random search without layer embedding is pruning irregularly
on ResNet-56. In contrast, The Model can learn that 3×3Conv
has more redundancy and prunes more on them.
Generalizability of graph encoder The AGMC adopts a
GCN-based graph encoder to embed DNNs from their informa-
tive topology structure. Since we model the DNNs as graphs
under the same rule and the graphs we constructed to have the
same pattern, the graph encoder trained on one DNN should
have a good performance on other similar DNNs. Here we
explore whether AGMC has learned the pattern. We per-
form channel pruning and pre-trained the AGMC on ResNet-
56, then transfer the trained AGMC on a similar network
ResNet-20. When searching the pruning ratio of ResNet-20,
we only update the decoder’s parameter and do not require the
graph encoder and RL agent’s gradients. With 100 searching
episodes and 50% FLOPs reduction on ResNet-20, the result of
AGMC transferred from ResNet-56 gets a validation accuracy
of 92.08%, which is similar to the AGMC trained on ResNet-
20 with 94.6% validation accuracy.
Node classification We further evaluate the effectiveness of
our embeddings by clustering the nodes on the graph. In the
hierarchical computation graph, each node corresponding to a
feature map in DNN. Neurons in the same hidden layer often
have similar structural information. The graph constructed for
ResNet-54 with 31997 nodes and 63893 edges, and we label
20% nodes on the graph and perform semi-supervised classi-
fication. The graph encoder can successfully classify nodes
according to their layers with a 98% accuracy.







































Random search 200 episodes
Random search 300 episodes
Figure 6. Comparison with random search on ResNet-56. Ran-
dom search 200 and 300 episodes, the DDPG agent gets the
compressed models with 87.43% and 90.93% accuracy. The
AGMC search for 100 episodes with an accuracy of 95.64%.
Accuracy computes on the validation set (split from CIFAR-10
trainset with 5K images).
4.2 CIFAR-10
In this subsection, we conducted FLOPs-Constrained compres-
sion and accuracy-guaranteed compression and analyzed the
effectiveness of AGMC on CIFAR-10 [20].
Channel Pruning on CONV Layers We conducted channel
pruning on convolutional Layers for FLOPs-constrained com-
pression, and we compared our approach with three handcraft
empirical policies [14, 21]: uniform, shallow, and deep. The
uniform policy sets the compression ratio uniformly, and the
shallow and deep policies aggressively prune shallow and deep
layers, respectively. We further compared with an AutoML
model compression method AMC [13].
As shown in Table 1, we prune 50% FLOPs for ResNet-20
and ResNet-56 by using Rerr to find the pruning policy. After
searching, we fine-tune the best performance candidate model
on the train dataset. Our method outperforms the handcraft em-
pirical policies by a large margin with 88.42% test accuracy on
ResNet-20 and 92.00% on ResNet-56. These handcraft empiri-
cal policies heavily rely on experts’ manually defined rules and
might not lead to an optimal compression policy. And compare
to the learning-based method AMC [13], which uses manually
defined layer embeddings, AGMC with 2.02% higher accuracy
on ResNet-20 and 1.8% on ResNet-56 than the AMC.
Fine-Grained Pruning We aim to conduct accuracy-
guaranteed compression with fine-grained pruning. We do not
set the desired model size reduction with accuracy-guaranteed
compression and let the DDPG agent find the compression pol-
icy with the best accuracy freely. Fine-grained pruning prunes
individual unimportant elements in weight tensors, which can
achieve a higher sparsity ratio and be accelerated with special-
ized hardware [6, 18].
Using theRParam as a reward, we compress the ResNet-50
and ResNet-56 and fine-tuning, and compare the AGMC with










AMC (RErr) FLOPs 90.2
AGMC(RErr) 92.0
ResNet-56 Random search > 50% 90.93AGMC(RParam) Sparsity 93.24
ResNet-50 AMC (RParam) > 60% 93.64AGMC(RParam) Sparsity 94.62
Table 1. Comparison results on ResNet-20/50/56 using the
CIFAR-10 dataset. We perform FLOPs-constrained compres-
sion on ResNet-20/56 with channel pruning and use the RErr
as a reward, while perform accuracy guaranteed compression
with fine-grained pruning by using RParam as a reward.
random search and AMC [13]. Table 1 shows the results, with
50% parameter reduction on ResNet-56, AGMC outperforms
random search with 4.71% higher test accuracy. And with 60%
parameter reduction on ResNet-50, AGMC outperforms AMC
with 0.98% higher accuracy
4.3 ILSVRC-2012
This subsection evaluates the AGMC on the ILSVRC-2012
[31] dataset, which contains 1000 classes and millions of im-
ages. The validation accuracy on the ILSVRC-2012 dataset is
very sensitive to the channel reduction ratio. If the compres-
sion ratio is high, the accuracy drop is noticeable without fine-
tuning, and the AGMC agent may not get practical feedback
from the low validation accuracy. The fine-tuning process is
time-consuming. To tackle the limit, We introduced a multiple
stages channel pruning strategy for AGMC. For example, we
break the 50% FLOPs reduction into two stages, the 1st stage
30% FLOPs reduction and the 2nd stage 30% FLOPs reduc-
tion.
The AGMC learns DNN’s embeddings from its rich topol-
ogy structure information automatically and can learn the em-
beddings with all hidden layers, not only the convolutional lay-
ers. So the AGMC is not limited to pruning the convolutional
layers. For some CNN models like VGG-16 [36], it contains
very compact dense layers, which contributes little on FLOPs
but leads the model size pretty big (528 MB for VGG-16). In
this experiment, the AGMC prunes convolution layers and lin-
ear layers together, thus performing filter pruning on convolu-
tional layers and fine-grained pruning on linear layers, respec-
tively, and obtaining the benefits from structured and unstruc-
tured pruning — the high sparsity ratio and noticeable FLOPs
reduction. Our baselines only prunes filter on convolutional
layers.





RNP [23] 1 -3.58
SPP [40] 1 -2.3
AMC [13] 1 -1.4
AGMC 0.7 -1.7
MobileNet
uniform [4] 56% 1 −2.5
uniform [4] 41% 1 -3.7
AMC [13] 40% 1 -1.7





AMC [13] 1 -1
AGMC 0.7 -0.93
Table 2. Comparison results on VGG-16, MobileNet and
MobileNet-V2 using the ILSVRC-2012 dataset. The column
FLOPs denotes the ratio between the FLOPs of the compressed
model and the original model on convolution layers. And we
do not consider the dense layers’ FLOPs here. The column
Sparsity denotes the sparsity ratio of the dense layers.
We compared the AGMC with state-of-art handcraft chan-
nel reduction methods: SPP [40], FP [21] and RNP [23], and
auto model compression method AMC [13]. The SPP prunes
DNNs by analyzing each layer and measures the reconstruction
error to determine the pruning ratios. FP evaluates the perfor-
mance of single-layer-pruning and estimates the sensitivity of
each layer. Layers with lower sensitivity are pruned more ag-
gressively. RNP introduced an RL-based method and groups
all convolutional channels into four sets for training.
We prune the VGG-16 [36], MobileNet and MobileNet-
V2 [34]. Table 2 shows the results. The AGMC prunes con-
volutional and dense layers together, where the baselines only
prune filter on convolutional layers. On MobileNet-V2, which
are already highly compact, the AGMC prunes 30% FLOPs on
convolutional layers and 30% parameters on dense layers and
outperforms all the baselines with higher accuracy and lower
density. Moreover, the AGMC performs structured pruning and
unstructured pruning together in a single-shot manner, which
is more challenging, obtaining the benefits from structured and
unstructured pruning. We can not only get a high sparsity ratio
but also speed up on parallel devices like GPUs.
4.4 Inference Acceleration and Memory Saving
The inference is an essential indicator for applying DNNs, and
this subsection shows the inference acceleration of the com-
pressed ResNet-20/50/56 [9], VGG-16 [36], MobileNet [16]
and MobileNet-V2 [34] on GPU devices. The AGMC per-
forms channel pruning on convolutional layers, accelerating
the inference on parallel devices like GPUs. We calculated
the inferences of pruned models from the above subsections
and compared them with the original model. Our experiment
platform is a single RTX 2080Ti GPU with batch size 32, and
the compressed models are tested on two datasets CIFAR-10
and ILSVRC-2012. Table 3 shows the results. The models
pruned by AGMC achieved notable GPU memory reduction.
For the VGG-16, the original model’s GPU memory usage is
Model FLOPs Latency GPU Mem.
MobileNet 100%FLOPs 11.02ms 17MB40%FLOPs 10.52ms 14MB
VGG-16 100%FLOPs 20.52ms 528MB20%FLOPs 16.82ms 387MB
ResNet-56 100%FLOPs 0.52ms 3.4MB50%FLOPs 0.48ms 1.8M
ResNet-20 100%FLOPs 0.32ms 1.1MB50%FLOPs 0.30ms 565KB
Table 3. Latency and GPU Memory usage of compressed
model. The ResNet-20/56 are tested on the CIFAR-10 with
image size 3 × 32 × 32, and the VGG-16 and MobileNet are
tested on ILSVRC-2012 with image size 3× 224× 224.
528 MB since it has a very compact dense layer, and its first
dense layer contains 25088 neurons. The 20% FLOPs VGG-
16 with pruned convolutional layers significantly reduced the
feature map size input to dense layers, and it takes up 141 MB
memory less than the original. Moreover, without losing too
much test accuracy, all of the models pruned by AGMC achieve
inference reduction. And the 20% FLOPs VGG-16 achieves a
remarkable 1.22× speed up on the ILSVRC-2012 dataset.
5 Conclusion
This paper proposed AGMC, which combines GNN and RL to
explore the deep network compression policies automatically.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to model DNNs as
hierarchical computational graphs for model compression. We
introduced a novel autograph encoder-decoder to learn the em-
bedding of DNNs. We performed comprehensive experiments
on CIFAR-10 and ILSVRC-2012 datasets. Together with the
efficient DNN embedding techniques, our model outperforms
the handcrafted and learning-based methods by a large margin.
On ResNet-20/50/56, we outperform all the baselines with a
1.8% higher accuracy. Moreover, under the AGMC framework,
we introduced a novel pruning scheme that breaks the pruning
into several stages and performs structured and unstructured
pruning together in a single-shot manner, thus benefiting from
structured and unstructured pruning. Using this method, we
achieved a higher compression ratio with only 0.93% accuracy
loss on MobileNet-V2.
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